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Welcome
to Lynn University
.

By Michele Jacabacci

Nestled among the exclusive gated communities and five-star
restaurants of Boca Raton is ,Lynn University. The 23-acre
campusy wkh sev~ fresh water lake~. is just three miles from
the Atlantic Ocean.
Lynn is a multicultural, coeducational university, home to students from 38 states, and 73 nations. Students can receive an
Associates, Bachelor's, Master's and Doctoral degree in a variety of disciplines. Every year, the enrollment at Lynn increases.
Although we are called the "Fighting Knights," Lynn is a relatively peaceful campus. Lynn University's Fighting Knights
compete in NCAA Division n and are members of the
Sunshine State Conference. Men's varsity sports include
Baseball, Basketball, Golf, Tennis, Cross-Country, Rowing,
and Soccer. Women's varsity sports include Basketball, crosscountry;· Golf, Rowing, Soccer, Softball, Tennis, and
Volleyball. Lynn University is proud to promote high academic standards and the development of individual talents and
·
interests.
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Inside:
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"The opposite of peace is not merely ·
war, but all political violence." pg. 4
"Unless you haven't been in a car since
you've been at Lynn, you know about th~
parking problem on campus." pg. 6
"Where do you get lust? It can be found
by anyone - just slap on your sexiest
glad rags and make your way to one 'o f
the Lust parties ... " pg. 7

Editorial
"By using
positive
energy to
solve
your
problems
you will
get
pC)sitive
. resu It s ..."
LETTER FROM THE
EDITOR
The Good Old Days
By Michele Jacabacci
Homecoming is always a nostalgic
time, remembering old friends and
"the good old days" when life
seemed simpler and you could
always find a pJace to park.
But: hete at•Tht: Putsd'- the•news)X

heartbeat of Lynn UniYersity - we
are embarked on a fresh journey.
In this issue, you'll find stories and
comments from students and facul(y about current campus issues, as
well as those pertinent to the current climate in America. Plus profiles, entertainment, spbrts, andhighlights of upcoming events. If
you're an old ~imer, we welcome
· you back to tbe growing campus.
If you're a new reader, we'd be·
·happy tb lieart!f'tom ~u; The Pulse
is your paper...the independent · ·
. voice of the student body.

STUDENTS AT LYNN
HAVE CONCERNS
Solving Your Own Proble"}S
By Michele Jacabacci

/

Students at Lynn have many con.cenis: parking, food quality, and
the fact .~t UJ,>per classman have
to live in ·triples when lower dassman get ~olive in doubles are
among the most popular.
n

My opinion on these issues is sim~
lar to those of the students. Parking

is definitely a problem. There are
more students then there are spots.
Another complaint is food quality.
I lived on campus for a year and
woold eat in the cafeteria. The
food isn't great, but it's not half as
bad as everyone makes it out to be.
One. good thing, is the caWdeli
upstairs in the student center. Sut it
costs money.
· And why do freshman get to live
in doubles, when seniors have to
live in triples?
Problems like these are the things
that make students dislike their
school. When students have a
problem instead of getting
involved and speaking their
thoughts, they often find it easier
to just say negative things about
the university.
There are ways in which you can
vent b!lt in a positive way. The first
is talk to an authority figure. If
there is a problem with something
such as parking, try talking to your
Student Government President or
possibly a security guard. If you're
having problems with the food, try
to talk to someone in the cafeteria.
By using positive energy to solve
your problems you will get positive results as opposed to jusl badmouthtiig the u~itY! which' 1
will get you no results. A second
way to express your thoughts can
be to write a letter to the school
newspaper. We here at the pulse
are dedicated to informing students
and faculty of what's going on.
The next time you have a concern
or complaint, think about what was
said in this article.

demically. Personal development
continues outside the classroom
through student leadership, inter'<OIIt=giate sports, the Student.
Government Association, and the
many clubs and organizations.
The purpose of the Student
GoVernment Assoc. is to represent
and safeguard your interests. The
SGA office is located on the second floor in the student center. The
SGA Presidents office is located in
Trinity Hall Student Services
Office. Please feel free to visit our
office to learn how we can be of
assistance to you and how you can
become involved and make a difference at Lynn.
I would like to update the Lynn
community on some things I have
been working on. As promised in
my presidential campaign last
March, I vowed to change the
speed bumps to speed humps. I am
pleased to announce that a vast
number of speed bumps have been
If~ and the remainin' turned
into speed _humps. Although they
are not perfect, it a start. I have
also implemented a program where
Chicago leaders will visit Lynn
University imd lecture to the
appropri~.coll~within our
university. Coming this November
former Illinois Senator William
Marovitz, followed bfhospitality
industry leader C.A. "Bud"
Cataldo. Many others witlfoJ.Iow
throughout the .Y~·
The Student Government is planning many events and continues to
lobJ)y the Admimstration;t'Or
upgrades in facilities, residence
life, and many other needs. The
Student Government meetings are
held every other Tuesday at 7 p.m.
If you have any questions or con~rns, feel free to contact q~e at
x7221.

School Spirit And Unity
By Dan{fill~. Winn •

Exciting Oppattunitie$'

Staff Writer

By Joseph Abruzzo

Knights of the Roundtable has
been around the Lynn University
campus for many years. It is
currently the oldest running
organization.

On behalf of the Student
Government Association, I would
like to welcome you to another
school year at Lynn University.
You are about to embark upon one
of the most exciting opportunities
to grow and learn that you will
ever experieoce.
This is a .very unique university
that has much to qffer you. Small
class Sl?&S ilJiow,for persoJ¥l] attention from professors, as well as to
provide opport,unities to excel aca-

life. They·offer leadership to the
student.bo4)'. e~rse schQ()I spirit,
and foster a sense of campus unity,
They are the liaison between the
faculty and the students of the
Lynn University campus. KOR
works with the Excalibur Society
in assisting with luncheons, organizes the holiday gala, gives campus
tours, and participates in all campus life events.
Being a member of KOR means
bonding with the members of the
organization. We each learn to
appreciate each other for their differences, which makes it easier to
work together on certain projects
and events.
Being a part of this elite group has
allowed me to gain many new
skills, including being goal-oriented, being able to work in large
groups, and knowing how to plan
events.
The 2001-2002 Knights of the
Roundtable members are: Chair:
Jonathan Williamson ('03), LeRoy
Brown ('04), John Lallo ('04),
Michael Sirchio ('04), Jacquelyn
Moretti ('04), Patrick Moen ('02),
Jim Huber ('02), Justin Bodner
('03), Danielle Winn ('02), Joey
Rego ('02), and Mathew Slobodkin

What is KOR you ask? KOR is a
select group of students who have

knights at the movies, midnight
bowling, on-campus co~rts. talent shows, open-mike night, and
man)l others.
Ashley Thomas, president of KAT,
said, "We like to plan events that
students would want to get
involved in. It's all about having
fun and having school spirit."
If students are interested in joining
KAT, see Kathleen or come to one
of the KAT meetings, every
Monday at 6 p.m. in the student
activity center.

KAT EVENTS
Upcoming Activities
November

4th Dolphins vs. Panthers
Tickets are $25.00
Shuttle leaves Pine Tree Camps

7th Knights at the Muvico Movies
Shuttle leaves Pine Tree Camps at
7:00pm
MUST HAVE STUDENT ID
13th Pool Tournament
$50.00 Cash prize
7:00pm, Lynn Student Center
17th Dave & Buster's

Shuttle leav&:l Pine n:c
7:00pm

ps at

29th Temporary Tatoos

11 :30am-3:00pm

('02).

December

The advisor is Kathleen Shehan. If
you have any questions about
Knight of the Roundtable, or
would like to know how to be
apart<9f this organization, please
contact Kathleen Shehan: (561)
237-756

1st Palm Beach Princess Cruise
4th Pool & Ping Pong Tournament
$50.00 Cash prize
7;00pm Lynn Student ~nter
lltb Psychic Fair
6:00pm

KNIGHTS ACTIVITY
TEAM
Fun For Students
By M_ichelt: Jacabacci
Editor

KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUNDTABLE

MESSAGE FROM
SGA PRESIDENT
SGA President

been chosen to promote and sup-port the administnttion and student

The Knights activity team, or
KAT, is all about activities for the
students. KAT provides students
the o~nity to get in.v0lved;
meet new people', and express an
opinion about what happens at
Lynn.
The faculty advisors for KAT are
Kathleen Shehan and Patrick
Beswick. They help set·up different events along with the 12 active
members of KAT. Some events are

For
Information
about
advertising
.
1n
The Pulse,
call
561.237.7098

The Pulse is the student newspaper of Lynn University.
Published by The College of International Communications.
Editor - Mithele J-ocabacci Managing Editor ~ 1'ebby Moisakamo Art Directors - Brian Bt:ach and Nina
Graves Entertainment Editor - Stuart Henderson News Editor - Jodi Cohen
Sports Editors - John Wallace and Miranda Schultz Faculty Advisors -Myles Ludwig and Tom Rockwell

Viewpoint
"To
engage in
jihad is

to try to
achieve
•
an 1nner
peace••• "
ISLAM,
DEMOCRACY AND
THEJlliAD
Finding The Balance
By Sharaf ft!. Rehman, Ph.D.
Since the tragic events of
September I t, the future is no
longer what it used to be. We must
revisit our past and our history to .
understand our present, and our
cuJTent options. We must rewrite
our history with an impartial pen.
We should gather all facts before
deciding what's right and what's
wrong. We should not let the
. biased reporting of the advertising
driven media dictate our thoughts,
feelings, aetions: Since Septelttber
I I, the news media have generated
a great deal Qf mistrust, misunderstanding and misinformation
regarding some of our friends,
Islam and the notion of jihad.
Let me share some of the basic
teachings of Islam that pertain to
equality, justice, and civil duties:
• God has created all human

beings, regardless of their color, as
equal andall shall stand in judgment in ftont.of Him on the Day of
Judgment.
• Seek knowledge from the cradle
to the grave.
• Travel to the farthest comers of
the world in search of knowledge.
•Ink of a scholar is holier than the
blood of a martyr.
• Your food is forbidden to you if
your neighbors go hungry.
• Protect all those weaker than you.
• Respect all those older than you. ,
• Guide all those younger than you.
• Choose your leaders for their
wisdom and their good deeds.
• Profit in your business should nOt
exceed the salt in your bread.

The media have labeled Islam as
religion of the sword; this is what
Islam has to say about war:
Conflicts should be resolved
through reason; aggression should
be avoided. If one must go to war,
and if one is victorious and the
enemy has suJTendered, this is
what one MUST do: "Assure the
enemy that they are safe. That their
women and children are safe.
Their livestock, fields, crops, wells
and other sources of water are safe.
Their homes, places of worship
and places of business are safe.
Bring normalcy to life as quickly
as possible and punish looters and
disrupters of trade. Any enemy
prisoner who can teach ten
Muslims to read and write shall be
set free."

Muslifl¥ nor~~ lk Oklahoma
born~ y;as ~i.,·.a ~i
nantly Christial!. t'()Untry, in a
Christian family and had a
.
Christian name. Neither the Unite.d
States nor Christianity can be held
responsible for his actions.
Religions should not be blamed for
the acts of irrational and iJTesponsible people.
All Muslim nations of the world,
including Afghanistan, have unanimously agreed that Osama Bin
Laden's campaign has nothing.to
do with Islam. There is nothing
Islamic about tlis mission. He just
happens to have been born in an
Islamic country, and with an
Islamic name. That is all.
Of the victims of the September I I
attacks, nearly one-third were
Muslims. The terrorist attacks of
last month were not, and should
not be, connected to a religion.

On October 7, when it became

The word "Islam" means peace.
Islam, similar to all other religion,
stands for equality, justice and
enlightenment through acquisition
of knowledge. There is no reference to "holy war" in the Koran or
in the Islamic teachings. The
Crusaders coined the term "holy
war"; the media have associated it
with Islam.
The Arabic word jihad does not
have an exact equivalent in the
English language. Jihad means to
strive to reStore an internal and an
external equilibrium. To engage in
jihad is to try to achieve an inner
peace within oneself and a moral
harmony in a society.
Getting up on Sunday morning to
go to church is jihad; so is trying
to raise our children in some of our
inner cities. The group, Mothers
Against Drunk Drivers (MADD) is
carrying out a jihad; and so are the
students and teachers in our
schools and colleges trying to combat ignorance, and discrimination.
Yoga and meditation are forms of
jihad for an individual. Organizing
a youth camp to keep our youngsters away from substance abuse is
a jihad for external equilibrium.
Today, my friends, we are all
engaged in a jihad against global
terrorism. There are instances of
terrorism in England and Ireland,
in the United States and Latin
America, in Nigeria and India.
Despite thein claims .and caqses,
these terrorists are neither
Catholics nor Sikhs, neither

necessary to launch a military
action against the Taliban and
Osama Bin Laden's associates iii'
Afghanistan, all the surrounding
Muslim countries, including Iran
and -Pakistan, assisted in the effort.
Iran said that it supported the strike
as long as it did not affect the
civilians; Pakistan went beyond
just words and opened its air bases
to the US planes.
Since its inception in 1947, ·
Pakistan's policy makers and
Pakistani people have sided with
the United States. Pakistani people
have systematically rejected ·
Communism and a non-religious
form of government in favor of
democracy and capitalism. Islam
encourages the democratic process
and a free and competitive ecOD()Illy.
Visitors to Pakistan are often surprised by the obvious dominance
of the western, especially the
American culture, in Pakistan. The
billboards along the highways and
city streets openly promote CocaCola, McDonalds, Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Pizza Hut, Levi jeans and
Nike sportswear. The youths of
Pakistan eagerly await the latest

~m Holly~~~~ most
receridrom Americaii:!Fop~lar
music. In addition to local show
business personalities, Pakistanis
!lave idolized JaJY1es Dean and
John lravolta, Marilyn Monroe
and Julia Roberts, Elvis Presley
·and Michael Jackson, Madonna
and Britney Spears.

some thing'. pUt, who made that
Choice? Are we getting the ~th~
according to the rnedill gatekeepers, or are tlit media being guided
b)l the tbreign po1k:y lftkers in
Washington?

There are discos and video game

• Why haven't the media reported
how many millions of pairs of Levi
Straus jeans and Nike shoes are
sold in Indonesia annually?
• How much profit have movies
such as 1itanic and Pearl Harbor
generated in Malaysia?
*· How many thousands of
Pakistani students apply for a US
student visa every year?
• What percentage of screen time
is claimed by the American movies
and American television programs
in Egypt?
* How is the popularity of the
American mass media changing
the face of the local media industries in Iran and Turkey?

arcades, and establishments such
as Planet Hollywood and Hard
Rock Caf~ in Karachi, Lahore,
Islamabad and other large ci.ties in
Pakistan. ·
That is what 85 percent of
Pakistanis are all about. They continue to watch American television
programs, and American movies,
they continue to listen to American
rock and country music, they continue to read American fiction, and
continue to learn from American
textbooks. However, the U.S. mass
media have failed to show us that
side of the Muslims in Pakistan.

We should scrutinize the content of
our media and ask:

It appears that the American mass
Pakistan has a I5 percent minority
of eureme right \\lihg, orthodox 1
media are doing very little to proMuslims. This minority supports
mote global understanding and harthe Taliban and Bin Laden. This is
mony. Instead, their focus seems to
the minority group that stages
be on building walls and fostering
· alienation:
demonstrations and burns
American flags. The so-called reliPresident George W. Bush urged
gious leaders of this minority make
us, "to uphold the values of
threats to take up arms against the
America, and remember why so
U.S. in case of an attack on
many have come here." I assure
Afghanistan.
you those of us who carne from
Australia or Armenia, from Canada
Since the images of burning flags
or Colombia, from Ireland or Iran,
and anti·American demonstrations
make for exciting visuals and help
from Switzerland or Swaziland,
carne here to stay and side with
to build up the ratings, the
ypu, +tJld,suppqrt•yqur ~caB 1
American ~ass media have
values and traditions. For these are
focused on the actions of this
our vaJues and traditions as well.
minority. Unfortunately, those
images aJso help fuel the fire of
This great nation was built on pluhatred against Islam, Muslims, and
ralism, not separatism. It was built
Pakistan.
through collaboration, not isolation. It was built on trust, not susWhenever the freedom of the press
picion. It was built on love, not
is questioned, the media are quick
intolerance. The world sees us as a
!O remind us that the American
great nation because we, so proudpeople have the right to know the
ly, took the best elements from
truth, and the media have a duty to
other cultures, nations and ideolobring the truth to their viewers, lisgies and melted them together to
teners, a!ld readers. Moral philosocreate this land of opportunity.
phers teU us that one can neither
add to nor subtract from what is
Our enemy will win if we do what
true. Once one adds something to
he wants us to do. The enemy
the truth, it becomes a lie. When
one takes something away from the wants us to isolate ourselves froin
our friends, he wants us to become
· truth, it is.distorted. A lie, on the
·other hand, is a different commodi- suspicious of ~ur neighbors, and he
wants us to show intolerance
ty. One may add as much as one
desires, or exclude as ·much as one · toward other faiths. Are we going
to let him win? I do not think so.
likes, and a lie remains a lie.
Nor are we going to behave as
However, one can not add.to, or
.
delete, from what is true.
badly as th~ enemy did. We will
not lower ourselves to his amoral
It is about time that the audience
level. That is not the American
asked if the media have been givoption.
ing us tfle whole truth or only a
slice of the truth. If they huve left
Continued on page 6

Viewpoint
cate the message or threat to a tar-

• ;gfOUp. --- . -.

person's
t rrorist

.

4. Victims (people or buildings)
are chosen for their symbolic,
rather than their instrumental
value. If an embassy is targeted, it
s)'mbQiically demonstrates the
power that tq~ terrorists hold.

5; Terronsin maY illso involve

ht r."
+ft:gr:J~AND
Tlie Ambiguity Of Peace
By Richard H. McMonagle, Ph. D.
A~an4liSPlzheni~in teaches ps
that: ""The oppOsite of peace is not
merely war, but all political violence."

That terrorism is an ambiguous
phenomenon is important to
remember. ''One person'!) "terrorist" is another person's "freedom
fighter." This is a critically impot~
tant aspect of understanding both
!ll.e ~}.o}~C.~t . and the ph~nomenon
l1t terrO!IfM ·its;J~
Given the inhetent ambiguity, I
think)t's important, then, 'to define
what we mean by terrorism. By
most d~nRiJiQT!s. terrorism

mvdlves:
l,. ,The use or threat of extraordil!l!l'Y Violence (violence that is
i1eyond that which is usual or cus·
tot:nary i~ a .~~ s~iety).

2.1errorism (noJn.atter how vioJ!lvol¥~ ~at:. · _ .. "
"rnuonaf'tsehavtor. ·~ s ln1'j,o
to re~ember that there is a{ways a
definite purpo~ - even though that
purpose may be difficult to discern
at the time. The acts Of terrorisril.
may be politically, religiously, economically or criminally motivated.
3. Terrorism involves the intent to
have a psychological impact that is
much broader than the immediate
victims. Dead victims are not terrorized - but their families, friend~,
co-workers and the pUblic are! The
message, or the threat, is all-important, as is th~ interit to.communi-

issues of political justice. The
rationale for the terrorist is that the
violence is justified if the cause is
just and righteous. And, this works
for both sides in any conflict.
("Then conquer we must, when our
cause it is just, and this be our
motto, in God is our trust. And the
star spangled banner in triumph
shall wave, 0.er the land of the
free and the home of the brave.")
In this sense, it can g~t to the question: do people have the right to
revolt, and in so doing, use violence against a govemment?
Historically, terrorism has been ·
used in human conflicts since
humans first came out of caves,
fought as groups, and put the first
human head on a pole, to both display their power and convey a psychological message to others who
would oppose them.
When the bodies of fallen enemieS~
lined lb.e roads to Rome~ it served
as a terrifying and pragmatic
example to frighten would-be
detractors.
The Inquisition was an example of
religiously motivated terror. The
conquest of the so-called !'new
world" is one place in western history where terror met up with
genQCide, and the motives were
political, religious, and economic.

:til'Fftistory of the western world is

~~~~~$e~!c2.:aQ(:

A few years later, Andrew
Jackson's soiree~ lhtough S113nish
Aorida (which I would argue was
not only terrorism, but criminal),
managed to lynch some British
businessmen and randomly slaughter Indians along the way.
During the American Civil War,

;. whii!FiU i~ was''ho!tlfic lleyond
redemption, we witn~ssed Willi;m
Tecumseh Sherman's march
through Georgia. I would suggest
that the 1) Use of extraordinary
violence, 2) Gold-directed, rational
behaviot, 3) Psychological frripact,
and, 4) the symbolism attached to
the campaign, all serve to fit the
definition of terrorism.

After the Civil War, America witnessed seventy years of racial
lynchings, the terror-based
escapades of the Ku Klux Klan
the terrorist campaigns ag~fnst ~he
Native American populati~ns
throughout the nation, the directed
political violence involved in the
American Labor Movement, and
the entire civil ~igbts Movement.
As H. Rap Brown so aptly tells us,
"Violence is as American as apple
pie."
In World War II;: the ~eliberate
bombiO.i of civilian populations
meets the definitions criteria of
extraordinary violence, goal-directed, psychological impact and
greater symbolism. Certainly, this
criteria fits those occasions when
Germany bombed London; when ·
the Allies incinerated Dresden, and
when the U. S. let atomic bombs
loose on Hiroshif!Ul an!!N~asaki.
In the 'Jatlh~am. fhe~et
Cong would often swoop into a
remote village and kill entire families of those suspected of supporting the South Vietnamese, leaving
a symbolic presence of their violence that Was gc)aJ:direct~d. Oh
the other hllll<L the South
Vietnamese, along with their U.S.
allies, would swoop into a remote
yiJlage,and elimiqate, tbo~e felt to

be,;upp~rs .~~the Viet SY:f
.· . . ·.

~at!

l'•tn L L' • ..••
ce
was running rampant on b6th ~ides
the sla~;~ghter of entire families for
of the Anti-war movement.
all to ~. because it was designed
Terrorist groups had sprung up
to diScourage rebellious acts.
such as the Weather Underground,
the SLA, and the Black Panthers,
In the early revolutionary history
leaving the FBI with more to
of the United States, a group of
worry about than the traditional
terrorists known as the "Sons of
Commies in every closet. Now a
Liberty" engaged in torture, lynchdays, we've progressed domestiing, tarring and feathering support. catty to the terrorism used by variers of the King, and even dumped
ous environmental groups, animal
a lot of tea in the Boston Harbor.
However, that revolution was polit- rights groups, and anti-abortion
groups.
ically successful, so we tend not to
think of people like Adams,
But today, due to recent events in
Madison and Franklin as terrorists.
New York and Washington, most

of us are concerned with what we
refer to as "Transnational
Terrorism." Transn&Q~al ~r~.
ism can be defined as "violence
used by non-state,. foreign ~tors.
against nations and groups."
While it is not always clear that
transnational groups are operating
on their own, without the support
of some government, some groups
clearly do. Additionally, sometimes
there is some form of foreign government support- even if that foreign government is not a primary
sponsor. There may be support in
the form of training, logistics, documents, finances, and all kinds of
other things.
Common traits of contemporary
transnational terrorist groups
include: bombings, assassinations,
kidnappings and skyjackings.
Skyjacking started big-tline. in the
60's. Typically, the aircraft would
be taken over while in-flight, or on
the ground. The passengers and
crew would be held hostage, often
for political purposes, such as 1)
the release of political prisoners, 2)
the publication or broadcast of
political messages, or 3) political
asylum, or safe passage to a nation
perceived as friendly to the skyjacker. Also, in the 60's a lot of
planes were skyjacked and flown
to Cuba.
In the U.S. the Anti-Hijacking Act
of 1974 affirmed the responsibilities of airlines to provide security,
with the FAA to monitor the airlines provision of security. And, for
a substantial peri,od of time, skyjacking was not the primary
method of choice for transitional
terrorists.
For example, the 1993 bombing of
the World Trade Center, that killed
six people, and was ~arried out by
Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman,
through the use of a vehicle bomb.
The bombing of the U. S.
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania
in 1996 was with vehicle bombs.
The U. S. Air Force Jiving qullflers
in Saudi Arabia was carried out
with a vehicle bomb. The Marine
barracks in Lebanon was also with
a truck bomb.
So, the re-birth of skyjacking,
especially multiple-simultaneous
skyjackings, minus any demands,
coupled with suicidal crashing at
clearly symbolic sites, has given us
an entire new equation to decipher.
Again, we have extraordinary violence, goal-directed, rational
behavior, a psychological impact
broader than the immediate victims, and the symbolic value of the
targets.

As a nation, we often wonder:
Why would people commit these
attacks? While the-definitive purpose may be difficult to discern, it
could be that:
~·They· oppose American interventionist foreign policy.
2. They oppose "exploitation" by
American businesses.
3. They view the U.S. as the symbol of world capitalism, and all
that goes along with it like the
WTOand IMF.
4. They oppose specific U.S. policies, such as garrisoning U.S.
troops in their holy lands, or unwavering support of Israel in their
fight against the Palestinians.
5. They believe that attacking
Americans will have greater symbolic value, or support among their
countrymen.
The easiest and most frequent targets for transnational terrorists are
businesses - because of their location in relatively insecure areas,
and because their. political influence is resented or feared. Next in
line would be diplomatic facilities
- embassies, missions, consulates,
which have been vulnerable to
rockets, firebombs, vehicles bombs
and mortars. Last,ly, are military
facilities, simply because they are
usually better guarded, and generally have a more secure perimeter.
Th~ U.S. has had "anti-terrorism"
programs in place that are designed
to prevent attacks on U. S: citizens,
facilities, and other assets. These
programs usually involve "structural mitigation measures" such as
design features, surveillance and
limited access.

"Counter-terrorism" programs
(which differ from anti-terrorism)
include things like:
I. Attacking terrorist training
bases.
· 2. Locating and confiscating
finances and assets.
3. Restricting travel.
4. Apprehending and trying suspects in criminal proceedings.
5. Pursuing international agreements (but, again, the problem of
ambiguity arises in relation to
issues of economic and political
domination. or, neo-colonialism,
and it's often difficult to arrive at a
consensus.)
Prior to September II th of this
year, U.S. policy included:
I. Make no concessions.
2.. Apprehend and bring to trial.
3. Isolate states that sponsor terrorists.
4. Build the counter-terrorism
capabilities of other nations
willing to work with the U.s:
Continued on page 6

Profile
"I love to
entertain
and
perform
for the
public.
Putt ng
sm1 es on
peoples
faces
kes
me
happier
than
anything
else
in the
world."

DAVID ANDAI'S
DREAM
Young Violin Virtuoso
By Tebby Moisakamo

On Oct. 17 the first Hank Ellman
Memorial spotlight concert was
sponsored by Sonny Ellman for the
highly selected group of gifted
music students admitted at the
Harid Conservatory of music. The
spotlight concert is held every
three weeks.
Among the selected students for
the Ellman memorial was Daniel
Andai, a freshmen student at Lynn.
Andai comes from Miami. He has
bqen playing violin since he was
6 years-old.
With his talent, Andai has traveled
around the world playing several
orchestras. He performed in
Moscow, Russia and also for charity shows in Jamaica and Fort
Lauderdale for missionaries.
He has won a lot of competitions
and the one that he remembers
well is the Bush competition that
he won to perform for the governor's mansion.
"I enjoy playing, the instrument is
fun, and very enjoyable. I'm open
to learning more about it, the concert was great, we shared ideas and
the sponsors were very nice, "sAid
Andai, as he held on tight to his
instrument.
Professor Sergiu Schwartz has
been an in~piration in his life, and
he is the reason he is at Lynn.
"Professor Schwartz has been like
a father tb me, he told me about
Lynn, and I am glad I took his
advice because I love being at
Lynn, I like the diversity on campus. I learn more everya~y about
different cultures, and that really
broadens my perspective in life,"
said Andai.
Andai hopes to continue with his
studies. His ambitions are to havl'
a career as a performer and would
also like to teach other people.
''I love to entertain and perform for
the public. Putting smiles on peoples faces makes me happier than
anything else in the world," said
Andai.

Stapws are . u~ly about t~o hours
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YOU KNOW YOU GO
TO LYNN IF•••·
Campus Humor
By Jodi Collen
News Edi10r

...Your outfit costs niore than your
car.•. you feel out of place because
English is your first language ...
you don't wort, but you always
have money... you never buy cigarettes, but you chain smoke•..
you're AIC catches on fire.in the
middle of the night. .. you've been
to a· keg party in the North Lot. ..
you go to Pope John Paul to pick
up girls... the bartenders at Friday's
know you by name ... you've driven
all the way to South Beach just to
see Puffy... your roommate has his
girlfriend and her baby move into
your dorm mom. ~o :.you:ve urinated
in your dorm room sink... you've
thrown up on your RA's door...
you know that Bill Lumberg works
in the communication department. .. you've fallen off the roof of
Trinity... you'v.e called security on
your roommate... you've lost your
car in the North Lot... you've been
run over by a golf cart on ~e way
to class... you wake up to go to the
pool but not to class...

WHO'S LISTENING?

or
COY

.
n mud
..."

Whafs Going On With Our
Radio Station?
By Jodi Cohen
Though students at Lynn don't
seem to know it. the school does
actually have a radio station:
WLYN. But how many students
have ever listened to a show?
Between transmitters breaking, the
inability to receive the station on
both the TV and radios in the dorm
beCause of bad connections, and
the occasional power knock out by
certain staff members, most of the
DJs feel as if they are broadcasting
to no one.
"Granted we're not Y I00 but we're
just as funny, and I can't see why
students wouldn't give us a
chance," said Michele Jacabacci.
DJ's create broadcasts that would
interest the students. They play a
wide range of music fro~
drum/bass to pop to jam bands, as
well as talk shows about campus
life and other issues. But their .
efforts seem \9 go un~pticed.

stuck in a booth talking to themselves and playing music only they
are listeni9j to_,~
A current pause in broadcasting in
order to regroup has been in effect
but WLYN will be back on and
ready to rock by the end of the
semester. With a move to the third
floor of the library in the communications department, allowing for
more equipment to be used, a long
list of students wanting to get
involved. and possible internet
broadr'lSt, our radio station is making c11anges.
So tune your radio, tum your on
TV, and give the DJs a chance to
show you what they got.

Send your news

to
The Pulse

NO PLACE TO PARK
Parking Problems At lynn
By Jodi Cohen
Unless you haven't been in a car
since you've been at Lynn, you
know about the parking problem
on campus. Full parking 1ots, cars
on the sidewalk and' the grass, aild
an irate student body makes for a
huge problem. However there are
different perceptions from each
group involved. ·
The Student's Thoughts
0~

out pf every-}htee s~dents,
blamed security. Actually, students
got very frustrated when the question was presented to them and it
provoked heated comments.
The students feel that the security
guards are being unfair about ticketing. Some students reported getting up to three tickets a week and
are just refusing to pay.
"There are no. spots, so I have to
illegally park and if the security
people give ~ a ticket for it. I'm
just not paying it, " said one angry
student
Security's Answer

According to security guard Tina
Hall, the problem with parking is
that the swdents are mad at the
wrong people. They blame security
for ticketing their illegally parked
cars however, the security guards
don't make the rules, they enfo~
them.
It wasn't the security guard's idea
to prohibit freshman from parking
in the South Lot, but it's a rule, so
·if a freshman does it, they get a

Continued.Jrom page 4

ticket. Also, security is not the only
people handing out tickets. The
Boca Police Department is, too. If
students park in a fire line or
handi-cap spot Boca police will
first ticket the vehicle and if it's·
not moved, it's towed.
From Hall's perspective, there
needs to be some changes, like
allowing only one car to be regis~
tered under a student's name.
However, she bottom lines it when
she says, "Do the right thing, park
where you're suppose to park."

The Parking Committee .
So, if the student body can't blame
the security guard where should
they point the finger?
Well, the parking committee
seemed like an appropriate group.
However, a member of the parking
committee said that there was no
problem with parking on campus.
There are always available spots in
the last two rows of the North Lot,
but students don't want to park
there.
"Everyone is just too lazy."
However, a temporary solution to
the problem has been implemented, a grass section by the North
Lot has been designated for parking. Yet, after the first rainfall,
everyone became well aware that
the grass lot doesn't work.
What Now?

The students blame security, the
parking committee denies a problem, and everyone's car is either
being ticketed or covered in mud
from the "new" lot.
It's safe to say that something
needs to be done. Since the students are tbe' ones being penalized
for the problem, they need to take
some initiative. Talk to the parking
committee, which meets at 3p.m
on Wednesday, talk to your student
government members, and make a
difference.
Students can complain to each
other about parking and refuse to
pay tickets but all that will come of
that is their grades being with held
because of unpaid parking tickets.
Instead voice your opinion and
maybe the parking problem at
Lynn will get resolved.

In 19;98, President Clinton i54Ues
two "Presidential Decision
Directives" (POD's) dealing with
counter-terrorism.
POD - 62: Clarified the missions
of U. S. agencies involved in
counter-terrorism - enhancing
response capabilities - and, focusing efforts to protect America's
computer networks.
POD - 62 also created the position
·of "National Coordinator for
Security Infrastructure, Protection,
and Counter-terrorism." How (Ofmer ambassador L. Paul Bremer's
job differs from what Governor
Tom Ridge is supposed to do with
his Office of Homeland Security
remains to be seen.
Currently, some members of the
House are attempting to give
Ridge's Office both legislative and
budgetary authority that some
members of the executive branch
don) really W,!Ult him to llave. ~.
we'll have to wait to see how. all
tha~J>lays out.
•
Our. ublic,policy is in a .state. of ,

,

-·· ..':~ it-;;UiC"~&er.·

c~~ge it !m....,~e ~~~g:;,
anlt'{ously to see.

for my part, I genujgely ~ope that
the -change is more 'reflective than
reactionary, more reasoned than
emotional. To do otherwise, is far .
too tempting, for those among us,
who wish to seek simplistic
answers in a very complex world.

ISLAM,
DEMOCRACY AND
THE JIHAD
Continued from page 3

Yes, the future ain't what it used to
be, but I know that in our jihad
against terrorism, we will march
forward, and continue with our
work and lives to make this a better world. I know that we will conquer the evil throligh rationale and
reason. I know that we will keep
our eyes, hearts and minds open,
and continue to embrace fresh
ideas. I know that we will move
forward, with caution, yes, but
without fear.
The enemy has done his worst; we
will show our best.

Pizza Factory in the Boca 4'ons Plaza
on Glades Road. But, be forewarned:
If you are looking for grandiose diametq;s ~wi!'l~ in ~ge ~. ~p
the Pizza FactOry which offers a onefits-all deal. Every pie measures 10''
·in diameter, and is split into six slices.

Ente
"Slap on
your
sexiest
glad rags
and make
your way
to ·one of
the Lust
part .1es..•"

GOT LUST?
A House Is
More Than A Home
By St~rt H.erukrsqf!
Entertainment Editor

Where do you get lust? It can be
found by anyone • just slap on
your sexiest glad rags and make
your way to one of the Lust patties
thrown all·over South Aorida.
Getting down to the sounds of
House music, hanging out with the
beautiful people and letting "it all
hang out" is what these parties are
about.
You'll find
a proper,
up-for-it
COQl
.. .
. •
.
l
crowd who go for the love of . .
Hou~. 'R'e~ident nfs Vaugiian'
Lazar and Sheldon Prince spin
seductive sets full of hand-raising
times to keep you grooving into
the early hours of the morning.
Vaughan Lazar brought Lttst into
existence four year ago. He·had
been in and around the club scene
in Aorida since 1991 when he
began promoting for a small venue
in Delray Beach. The first ·Lust ·
party was thrown in West Palm
Beach at Enigma and, since then,
Lust events have been drawing a
tribal-like following from all over
South Aorida. From West Palm

Beach, downtown Fort Lauderdale;
to the sexy sites of South Beach,
the Lust crew has conquered such
venues as Crobar, Nikki's Beach,
Goddess, Liquid, Sutra. They've
also played parties away from their
base in South Aorida, traveling to
Boston, Orlando, and even
London, England.
" Personally I love house music. I
love watching what it does to people. It makes all the hard work and
sweat I put into throwing parties
worthwhile when I see the crowd
responding positively to what I'm
playing."
"Lust parties aren't something I do
for the money; there something I
do for the love of it," said Lazar.
Lazar met Englishman Sheldon
Prince one night while throwing a
party at Red Bowl in Boca. Both
had similar tastes in music and
quickly fom.ed a partnerShip. They
shared one common goal: to tune
crowds in with the House vibe
dominating party scenes in
London, New York·, Paris, L.A and
San Franci~o since it's birth in the
·
late 80's.
" House music is poorly represented
in Aorida. We're here to offer clubbers something different, something ; ~it co0ier tltan y,our average night out," said Prince.
Anthony Fazio is also a key mem-.
ber of the Lust crew. According to
Lazar, "Fazio truly represents the
perscinality of Lust. If the crowd
isn't feeling the vibe, he'll be dancing around, shouting, screaming,
and doing whatever it takes to get
them up for it."
Fazio hosts all of Lust's events and
helps put the flnishing Jiouches
together, coritiibuting to the perfect
party. Lazar, l>rince and l=iaiio all
have day jobs. Lazar runs his own
graphic design company called
Stellar Concepts as Creative
Director. Fazio works for Stellar in
the sales.· They provide printi~g
and design services to -national
companies, including House of
Blues, the PGA Tour, Honda, Ultra
and Om records.

busy though, and with the help of
Fazio and Sheldon, I can juggle
my schedule around to fit everything in," says Lazar.
Prin~ is the Promotions Director
for Soulfuric records. Soulfuric has
produced many House tracks,
which have made a great impact on
the scene globally. For more information check out their web site at:
www.soulfuric.com.

"It's great having a job that revolves
around something you love.
Wor)(ing in the scene helps me
keep in touch with things happening within House Music all over
the World," says Prince.

For a plaza eatery, surprisingly,
Pizza Factory's ambience rates
well·above average-wrought iron
chairs, a fieiy brick oven, mochahued wallpaper and a quaint,
sumptuous, relaxing atmosphere.

Even when Pizza Factory is filled
~ecently, Lust has started bringing
with di.ners, waiters aim to pleaSe.
in bigger acts for their monthly
Lunch special8 run wCekly and
eventS. The most recent of which
incl~de half a pizza and a soda
was Soulstice, a live house act cur($5.99) and grilled chicken breast
rently touring the U.S with their
. marinated with herbs as a side .
Mixed Illusions tour. I had the
($3.99) or over chicken Caesar
pleasure of attending this event and
salad ($7 .50 half, $9.99 full).
the party definitely carried ohe of
the best vibes I've seen in Aorida.
Pizza Factory serves lunch and
People were clapping, screaming
dinner and is open from Tuesday to
Saturday from 12 p.m. to 3:30 p.ni.
and getting down right funky on
the dance floor. I've only seen such (or lunch,
5 p.m. to 9:30 p.m for dinner. On
tiHngs back home in England
Sundays dinner is served from .
where House is huge and the clubs
5p.m to 9p.m. Bring your Lynn
are proper and plenty of them.
Student ID between· now and
In September of this year, they
Deceplber<2,9,th and ~_ye 10 per~
brough't:'Mlirques ~yatt, a ~orld- 1
cent off of your billl
~
renowned DJ from the West Coast:
"The Marques Wyatt party was the
first indication our hard work was
paying off. We were finally getting
a crowd coming for the music. The
place was packed and the vi be was
excellent," says Prince.
Lust cvrrently holds down the floor
at Sutra Nightclub in downtown
Fort Lauderdale on Saturday night.
.The party starts around 10 p.m.
anti goes on until 4 a:rri. (or later,
depending on when managemeht
pulls the plug).
If you've got an open mind, can
think for yourself, then step away
from the Top 40 cheese decaying
the music scene. Get Lust where
the vibe keeps the crowd alive.

PIE IN THE SKY!

For more information about Stellar
Concepts log on to: www.stellar-

It's Amore
At Boca's Pizza Factory

concepts.~om.

By Slu!ens Foster
Food Edi\01'

"It's hard balancing time between
Stellar and Lust. I like to keep

The golden, brick oven-baked pies
are cooked to a light crisp with ·
bounteous tasty toppings sprinkle<l
with zesty oregano. For vegetarians; there is a pie too-topped with
zucchini, squash, and roasted bell
peJ>Pers-and a fresh, packed-witha-punch Caesar salad with homemade crunchy croutons. Oh yes,
you won't miss the Romaine lettuce either.

If you are looking for tasty gour-

met pizza, you'll find one at the

A MOVIE PEOPLE
''TOKE"ABOUT
A Video Review Of .
"Dazed And Confused•
By Jodi Cohen

Almost every college student in
America owns a copy of it .on
video or DVD, quotes lines from
i~ or has a friend who actsjust
like one of the characters from it-

~o't,~~~ rm ta1~_in_g_ al~<n~t ~

movte Dazed and Confuied.

Way before Jason Biggs was get~
ting it on with food products in
American Pie and before Heath
Ledger was singing "I Love You
Baby" to Julia Stiles in Ten Thi~gs
I Hate About You, Jason London
(Pink) was .smoking up on the 50"
yard line of his high school football field. ·.
The comedy is set in a small town
in Texas in 1976. It's the last day
of school and the graduating seniors are looi&hg for uP<:omintt'• :
freshman to abuse and a place to

throw a kegger. Coupled with an
awesome sound track featuring
Kiss, Deep Purple, Aerosmith, and
Alice C~ ~ IJlQVie h .
become a classic. It goes right up
on the shelf in between Ferris
Bueler's Day Off and The
Breakfast Club.

The then-unknown cast -Jason
London, Joey Lauren Adams,
Parker Posey, Ben Afflick, and
Mathew McConaughey - lead the
group of rowdy teens through a
night of keg stands, paddle beatings, sexual encounters, and an
insane amount of drug use! This
movie doesn't just show American
culture, it has become a part of it.

Your parents might have had fun
living through it, but we're definitely having a good time laughing
atiL

JAMIROQUAI JAMS
Take A Funk Odyssey
By Stuart Henderson
Entertainment Editor

Jamiroquai's fifth release, 'A Funk
Odyssey', delivers exactly what
one would expect from the tide - a
whole load of funk.
A few of you clubbers may have
the first single "Little L,"
whilst out strutting your stuff
recently. This tune, which mixes
funk (surprise, surprise!) disco and
jazz, creates a catchy beat compte~
mented by Jay Kay's unique vocal
style. With a hooky chorus destined to be a ~;ing-along for the
hand-raising masses when the DJ .
slips it in his set at, Jamiroquili is
looking to score another Top 40 hit
list.
heard

The rest of the album will take you
on a funky roller coaster in true
Jamiroquai sty~e.
Although it seems Jay Kay is
developing a slightly more sensitive style in his s~ngwriting with
slower tracks Such as "Picture of
My Life," and ".Black Crow."
These tracks truly demonstrate
Jays' vocal ability.
For anyone reading who gives a
flying fiddle 'about the environment
you maybe interested to know that
seven percent of all Janriroquai's
album sales go towards Green
Peace. Track listing: 1. Feels So
Good 5. Love Foolosophy 8. Main
Vein 2. Little L 6. Stop Don't Panic
9. Twenty Zero One 3. You Give
Me Something 7. Black Crow 10.
Picture Of My Life 4. Comer Of
The Earth IN STORES NOW. RAT/NGBI/0.

Sports
"We are the best team right now
and that is why we have a tough
schedule, that is how it should be,"
said Pendleton.

KNIGHTS
HEAD INTO THE
LION'S DEN
Lynn Soccer Looks To Tame
The St. Leo Lions, In
Important Conference Game
By John Wallace
The Lynn University men's soccer
'team \viil pTi9 their next to
conference game of the regular
season on Saturday, the 27th of
October, when the team travels
north to St. Leo University.

last

In the last meeting between the
teams the Knights reeled off
three unanswered goals, including
two in the last I 0 minutes of the
match. This resulted in a 3-2
come-from-behind victory at Lynn.
The game helped too push the
Knights on along to a 17-2 overall
record 13$t year.

~o

Bu ~·Kf .
ili'b'ff of-making the playoffs, because of their
5-2 conference record with losses
to Rollins and Barry.
This season though Lynn has exercised those two ghosts. with wins
at Rollins and a hard-fought overtime victory over Barry here at
home. Now the Knights are faced
with another conference road
game which could decide whether
or not they can clinch a spot in this
p s playoffs.
Coach Shawn Pendleton wasn't
worried about traveling to St. "We
enjoy playing away from home,
gives us the opportunity to take
the show on the road and let other
people see our stuff."
Although the team knows the
importance of this upcoming
game, Pendleton has kept the their
normal work-out schedule. They'll
continue to have four - five practices a week, relying on the solid
routine that made them one of if
A.ot the best team in Division· II
soccer.

That toughness can be seen with
the .Stjtrt of the S.l. LeP game,
which is the first of Lynn's final
three regufar season 'gllmes. All of
these will take place on the road
with stops at Northwood and
Tampa before the start of the post~son: But the.team is focused
and knows every win counts
because one or two losses can cost
them a birth in the playoffs.

COMEBACK KIDS WOMEN'S SOCCER
Knocked Out Of Nationals,
Knights Fight On
By Tebby Moisakamo
Managing Editor

With just a week left before the
end of the Fighting Knights
women's soccer season, head
coach Rocky Orezzoli is happy
with how the squad played.
They've come back from last
year's post-season fall to Barry
University in the regionals with 9
letter winners {rom the tenth
nationally-ranked team that went
13-3 after missing the '99 NCAA
playoffs.

Five Knights were named to the
Sunshine State Conference with
first team honors going to senior
forward Jannie Nicolaisen - a
three-time NSCAA All-Americanand senior defender Marika
Karlsson. Second team honors
went to junior forward Sue
Sheehan, junior goalkeeper Sarah
Reed and sophomore defender
Christine Sawruk.
Since the graduation of Nicolaisen,
coach Orezzoli has had to count on
a more balanced offensive attack.
. Lynn has seven starters back,
including the top three scorers
from last year. But, the Knights
had to replace top offensive and
defensive players, forward

Nicolaisen and sweeper Karlsson.
Sophomore Ashley Jardon, who
started all but two games last year,
joins Angela Rossini as the heart of
the defense. Rossini comes back
from ACL surgery, which took her
out of the entire 2000 season.
"Despite the injuries, we really had
a great season overall, and I'm
really happy with how the women
are playing. We bear the thought in
mind a team can play very well
and still not make it," said
OrezzoJi.

blocker Marina Leiria de Castro
who had a mean 70 kills and 82
heart stopping digs in 16 games.

this weekend, meeting Rollins on
Saturday and Florida Institute of
T~hnology on Sunday.

Sophomore setter Zoraida Mata
was named to the All-Tournament
team with 217 assists, 22 kills and
63 digs in 17 games played.

They'll be looking to power
through their anemic conference
performance with some wins.

The Fighting Knights take on
back-to-hack conference games

Newcomers Maria Kruger and
Laura Stoumann have stepped into
the starting lineup and both have
extensive national team ex peri~
ence. Kruger played for the u~ 16
squad of the Danish national team
and Stouman.n1 for..the Danish
national U-18 team.
"I have confidenc~ in the team and
I feel we have the ability to do ·
well and go back into the national
rank," said Orezzoli.
As for the coming season, Orezzoli
is hoping to win the ultimate prize,
even though Sheehan will'be the
only holdover from the '98
National Championship team.

GOING STRAIGHT
TO THE TOP
Women's Volleyball
By Miranda Schultz

The women's volleyball is going
strong with a record-breaking season underway. The team has broken the school record for most
wins in a season (14) and the
longest winning streak (6 games),
and they're only halfway through
their year.

A HARD ROW TO HOE
!Jy Michele Jacabacci
Crew is a new sport at Lynn, only four-years-old. In it's first year, it was a
club sport, but due to increasing popularity, it became part of the NCAA
division ll. Although they had a rough start, Lynn's crew team has been
improving little by little.

History of Rowing
The Greeks discovered the technique of touching the oar to the side of the
boat approximately 2000 years ago. Rowing was prim-arily used to transport
goods, but when there was more than one boat in the water, human nature
took over and racing tarted.
In America aritl Englmrd, amhleur rowers developed popularity in inter-collegiate competitions. The first Oxf(lrd/Cambridge race was held in 1829. The
first Harvard/Yale race was held in 1852, and is the oldest inter-collegiate
event in America.

It's a surprise because no one really knew what to expect, as only
two players returned to the squad:
junior Katie Rohleder and senior
Fernanda Campos.

Many scientific advancements were made in the sport; a better boat was a
faster boat Harvard rowers found a way to grease their pants so they slid
on their immobile seats. This allowed them to dominate Yale because they
were still using onJy the fixed seats. This led to the use of sliding seats in
today's shells.

Returning setter Rohleder said,
"C~mtog i~.UJis yearyi didlit
know what to expect. But we're
off to a really good start and I'm
not the least bit disappointed."

Lyan Univ~ity's crew team con~ists of 10 men and five women. Altflough
they are ~.o. different J.eams, they all practice together. The coaches, Mike
and Karla Ward, have been coaching at Lynn for the past four years.

The team went 6-0 in the
Clearwater Cliristian Tournament
(CCI') on Oct. 12-13 and came
hoine to Boca from Clearwater
with a gleaming first-place trophy
- also a first for Lynn.
Head coach. Luciana Freire said,
"I think we are doing a great job.
If we continue playing like we are,
we should go further than we have
in the past. My players are great,"
The Most Valuable Player honors
of the ccr went to senior middle-

, Rowing at Lynn

The team is extremely hard working; they practice twice daily. MondayThurs. at 5 a.m. they drive to the inter-coastal and immediately jump into the
boats. For the next hour, they vigorously row and practice different techniques. The next practice of the day is on land. They meet in the gym to
run five mil~. lift weights, and use the rowing machines.
Lynn's crew team enters II races. So far, they have been in two. The first- a
3-mile event - was in Miami. The team took first and fifth place. The second,
also a 3-miler, was in Georgia. This tinie, they fourth and tenth places.
"I was very impressed, 1 didn't think we would go as far as we did. We've
worked hard for the past year and a half and I feel we deserved our moment
of glory," said Scott Sheffted.
Crew is open to anyone willing to work hard. You have to be mentally
strong and determined. If you are interested, contact the Wards in the
Athletics Department.

